We consider the well-studied problem of learning decision lists using few examples when many irrelevant features are present. We show that smooth boosting algorithms such as MadaBoost can efficiently learn decision lists of length over ¡ boolean variables using poly¢
Introduction
A decision list is a Boolean function defined over are Boolean values. Since the work of Rivest [24] decision lists have been widely studied in learning theory and machine learning.
A question that has received much attention is whether it is possible to attribute-efficiently learn decision lists, i.e. to learn decision lists of length over ¡ variables using only poly¢ 2 £ 3 ¥ $ § 4 © ¡ many examples. This question was first asked by Blum in 1990 [3] and has since been re-posed numerous times [4, 5, 6, 29] ; as we now briefly describe, a range of partial results have been obtained along different lines.
Several authors [4, 29] have noted that Littlestone's Winnow algorithm [17] can learn decision lists of length using . Valiant [29] and Nevo and El-Yaniv [21] sharpened the analysis of Winnow in the special case where the decision list has only a bounded number of alternations in the sequence of output bits
It is well known that the "halving algorithm" (see [1, 2, 19] ) can learn length-decision lists using only The norm can be used to evaluate the "spread" of a probability distribution: if the probability is concentrated on a constant number of elements of the domain then the norm is constant, whereas if the probability mass is spread uniformly over a domain of size 
, then the value that , and thus the result of [14] does not give an attribute efficient learning algorithm for decision lists.
More recently Servedio [27] considered essentially the same algorithm we analyze in this work by specifically studying smooth boosting algorithms with the "best-single-variable" weak learner. He considered a general linear threshold learning problem (with no assumption that there are few relevant variables) and showed that if the distribution satisfies a margin condition then the algorithm has some level of resilience to malicious noise. The analysis of this paper is different from that of [27] ; to the best of our knowledge ours is the first analysis in which the smoothness property of boosting is exploited for attribute efficient learning.
Boosting and Smooth Boosting
Fix a target function 
Thus the -norm condition we consider in this paper is a weaker condition than smoothness with respect to the uniform distribution.
Total variation distance and -norm of distributions
The total variation distance between two probability distributions
It is easy to see that the total variation distance between any two distributions is at most 1, and equals 1 if and only if the supports of the distributions are disjoint. The following is immediate: 
We can bound the total variation distance between a distribution 
Weak hypotheses for decision lists
Let be any decision list that depends on variables:
where each
The following folklore lemma can be proved by an easy induction (see e.g. [12, 26] for proofs of essentially equivalent claims):
Lemma 3 The decision list can be represented by a linear threshold function of the form
is an even integer in the range
It is easy to see that for any fixed Now we follow the simple argument used to prove the "discriminator lemma" [23, 11] . We have
Recalling that each 
Weak hypotheses for linear threshold functions
Now we consider the more general setting of arbitrary linear threshold functions. Though there are additional technical complications the basic idea is as in the previous section.
We will use the following fact due to Håstad: Fact 3 (Håstad) (see [28] , Theorem 9) Let
any linear threshold function that depends on all variables
There is a representation
for which is such that (assuming the weights
The main result of this section is the following lemma. The proof uses ideas from the proof of Theorem 2 in [28] . 
. (We will specify in more detail later.)
Suppose first that " By a well-known result of Muroga et al. [20] , every linear threshold function that depends on variables can be represented using integer weights each of magnitude
. Now the discriminator lemma [11] implies that for any distribution as desired.
Similar to [28] we consider two cases (which are slightly different from the cases in [28] ).
Recall the following version of Hoeffding's bound: for any 
Moreover, the argument in [28] that establishes equation (4) By an inequality due to Petrov [22] (see [28] , Theorem 4) we have 
Experiments
The smoothness property enabled the analysis of this paper. Is smoothness really helpful for learning decision lists with respect to diffuse distributions? Is it critical?
This section is aimed at addressing these questions experimentally. We compared the accuracy of the classifiers output by a number of smooth boosters from the literature with AdaBoost (which is known to not be a smooth booster in general, see e.g. Section 4.2 of [7] ) on synthetic data in which the examples were distributed uniformly, and the class designations were determined by applying a randomly generated decision list. The number of relevant variables was fixed at § ¥ C . The decision list was determined by picking £ " $ " $ " £ 9 and & £ " " $ " £ P from (2) independently uniformly at random from among the possibilities.
We evaluated the following algorithms: (a) AdaBoost [9] , (b) MadaBoost [8] , (c) SmoothBoost [27] , and (d) a smooth booster proposed by Gavinsky [10] . Due to space constraints, we cannot describe each of these in detail. 1 Each booster was used to reweight the training data, and in each round, the literal which minimized the weighted training error was chosen. Some of the algorithms choose the number of rounds of 1 Very roughly speaking, AdaBoost reweights the data to assign more weight to examples that previously chosen base classifiers have often classified incorrectly; it then outputs a weighted vote over the outputs of the base classifiers, where each voting weight is determined as a function of how well its base classifier performed. MadaBoost modifies AdaBoost to place a cap on the weight, prior to normalization. SmoothBoost [27] caps the weight more aggressively as learning progresses, but also reweights the data and weighs the base classifiers in a manner that does not depend on how well they performed. The form of the manner in which Gavinsky's booster updates weights is significantly different from AdaBoost, and reminiscent of [13, 15] . Ada Mada Gavinsky SB(0.05) SB(0.1) SB(0.2) SB(0. Table 2 : Average smoothness boosting as a function of the desired accuracy; instead, we ran all algorithms for 100 rounds. All boosters reweighted the data by normalizing some function that assigns weight to examples based on how well previously chosen based classifiers are doing at classifying them correctly. The booster proposed by Gavinsky might set all of these weights to zero: in such cases, it was terminated. , (d) apply all the algorithms on the training set, and (e) apply all the resulting classifiers on the test set. We repeated the steps enough times so that the total size of the test sets was at least §C C C C
; that is, we repeated them The test set error rates are tabulated in Table 1 . MadaBoost always improved on the accuracy of AdaBoost. The results are consistent with the possibility that AdaBoost learns decision lists attributeefficiently with respect to the uniform distribution; this motivates theoretical study of whether this is true. One possible route is to prove that, for sources like this, AdaBoost is, with high probability, a smooth boosting algorithm. The average smoothnesses are given in Table 2 .
SmoothBoost [27] was seen to be fairly robust to the choice of i ; with a good choice it sometimes performed the best. This motivates research into adaptive boosters along the lines of SmoothBoost.
